Electron cryomicroscopy of frozen-hydrated biological specimens: analysis of freezing artifacts by X-ray cryocrystallography.
Freezing artifacts have been evaluated by X-ray cryocrystallography on pellets of two-dimensional membrane protein crystals: purple membrane and maltoporin. The comparison of the X-ray patterns recorded when the specimens are maintained at room temperature to those obtained when the specimens are maintained at about -160 degrees C shows that (i) membrane proteins have a positive thermal dilatation coefficient: the protein crystal lattice shrinks upon cooling; (ii) the asymmetric unit of crystal containing water is changed upon freezing; the relative intensities of the diffraction rings of such crystals are different after freezing. From these results, it can be postulated that freezing may lead to partial dehydration of biological objects. Electron cryomicroscopy visualizes objects which are structurally influenced by the cooling procedure. However, our microscopy study on maltoporin crystals shows that freezing artifacts are negligible in comparison to artifacts associated with conventional techniques such as negative staining.